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NEH GRANTS

The National Endowment for the Humanities has
announced 163 grants to organizations tota1ing $17.6
million. The awards faU into several categories
including K~12 Education, Higher Education,
Museum,

Film and Radio and Library and Special

Projects. Of special note in this round of awards are
14 Schools for the Millennium grants. which are
intended to aid schools in incorporating computers
into humanities curriculums and to serve as models
for the use of computer technology in day-to-day
teaching. Below are grants that we believe will be of
interest to Afterimage readers.
FIlM AND RADIO

Austin Film Society)Austin.TX
$200.000
Completion of a three-hour documentary film on
the life of George Wallace.
Calliope Film Resources, Inc.,
Lexington, MA
$30,000
Planning

of a 60-minute

documentary
film biograhis contributions
to
and community life, and his

phy of Henry David Thoreau,
American

philosophy

role as an antislavery activist.
Camera News. Inc.JThird World Newsreel.
New York. NY
$30.000
Planning for a three-hour
documentary
film on
Harlem in the twentieth century.
Center for Independent
Documentary.
Waban. MA
550.000
Scripting of a one-hour documentary film using the
story of the murder of Dr. Parkman in the nineteenth century as a case study in historiography.
Educational Broadcasting
Corporation,

New York, NY

$300,740
documentary
film on

Production
of a 90-minute
the work of photographer
Alfred Stieglitz.
Educational Film Center, Annandale, VA $600.000
Production of a two- hour documentary
film on the
establishment
and funding of the Federal Theater
during the New Deal and the controversy over governmental
support for the arts that led to the
Theater's demise in 1939.
ETV Endowment
of South Carolina.

Spartanburg, SC

$60,000

Scripting of a two-hour documentary
film on the
rise of American youths' cultural, economic and
political rights in the twentieth century and the
development of a teen subculture.
Film Arts Foundation, San Francisco, CA $30,000
Planning for a one-hour documentary
film on civil
rights activist Bayard Rustin.
FilmNideo Arts, New York, NY
$9,619
Consultation with scholars to develop a one-hour
documentary film on the life of Annie Oakley and her
significance in American history and popular culture.
Global Policy Forum.
District of Columbia
$10.000
Development of a documentary
film on the rise of
Egyptology, relations between the Middle East and
West, and the ramifications
of the Egyptian campaign on Napoleon's career.
History
Institute
for Media and Education.

Sbelbourne, VT

$60,000

Scripting of a 9O-minute documentary film exploring
the history of the Miss America Pageant and changes
in popular images of American womanhood.
History
Institute
for Media and Education,

Sbelbourne, VT

$5,000

Consultation
with scholars to develop a one-hour
documentary
film on women's contributions
to the
early development of photography in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Image FilmIVideo Center,Atlanta,
GA
$226,155
Production of a documentary
film on the life and
work of writer Zora Neale Hurston.
Interfaze Educational
Productions,
Inc.
$9,950
Development
of a two-part film series tracing the
evolution of the social welfare state from the public
assistance policies of the nineteenth century to contemporary policies.
KCET-Tv; Los Angeles, CA
$702,134
Production of a three-hour
documentary
film on
the life and career of Woodrow Wilson.
Kitchen Sync, New York, NY
$10,000
Consultation
with historians and biographers
to
plan a one-hour documentary
about the life and
legend of nineteenth-century
Mexican
bandit
Joaquin Murrieta.
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Long Bow Group, Inc .• Brookline. MA
Production
of a two-hour
documentary
China's Cultural Revolution.
Nebraskans for Public Television.

lincoln, NE

$700.776
film on

$65,000

Scripting of a 90-minute documentary
film on the
life and public career of Emma Goldman.
New Images Productions,
Inc,

Berkeley, CA

$472,311

Production of a 90-minute documentary
film portrait of Invisible Man author Ralph Ellison.
New York Historical Association,
Cooperstown.
NY
$60,000
Scripting of a 60-minute
documentary
film on
Oneida, the nineteenth-century
Utopian community.
Pacific Street Film Projects, Inc.,
Hastings-on-Hudson.
NY
$10.000
Consultation with scholars to refine the treatments
for a six-hour documentary
film series on aviation
history and its impact on society and the human
imagination.

Spark Media, District of Columbia
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civic organizations.
entitled "Faces of America:
Photographs
and Memory, The American
Past
and Present."

MUSEUM
Henry Ford Museum &
Greenfield Vtllage, Dearbom,MI

$151,029

Implementation
of an exhibition, traveling panel
exhibition,
brochure
and online programming
about the interaction of people and technologies in
everyday life in the twentieth century.
NewarkMuseum,Newark,NJ
$135,000
Reinstallation of the American art collection with
video, audio, Web site and other public and educational programs, placing American art in its social
and cultural contexts.
Brooklyn Museum. Brooldyn,NY
$135,000
Implementation
of a traveling exhibition. catalog
and related educational and public programs based
on a comprehensive
interpretation
of American art
and design. 1941-1962.

$551,111

Production
of a documentary
film about the 35year partnership
between
Viven Thomas
and
Alfred Blalock, the interracial
medical team that
pioneered
cardiac surgery
amid the raciallycharged atmosphere of the mid-twentieth-century
American South.
WGBH Educational Foundation.
Boston. MA
$600.776
Production of a three-hour
documentary
film on
the life and career of Ulysses S. Grant.
Women Make Movies, New York, NY
$29,460
Planing of a documentary
film on the historical
development
and significance
of the Cinderella
fairy tale in its variants around the world.

UBRARY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
National Video Resources, New York, NY $282,200
Film discussion programs at 45 sites throughout the
US. using films as text forthe study of American culture

during World WaI II and the postwar years until 1960.
San Diego Mesa College, San Diego, CA $40,651
Planning for a national project on family history
involving community
colleges and cultural and

ffiGHER EDUCATION PROJECTS
President and Fellows of Harvard College,
Boston, MA
$115,214
A national summer seminar for 15 participants.
Curriculum
Development.
Franklin
Pierce

College, Rindge, NH

$24,500

A colloquium for Franklin Pierce College and local
high-school teachers on place as a topic of interdisciplinary study.

K-12 EDUCATION PROJECTS
Los Angdes

Educational

Partnership,

LosAngeles,CA

$31,500

Planning for integration of American art into the
study of U.S. history and culture. using digitized
artwork from the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art. at Cleveland High School in the West San
Fernando Valley.
University of Wisconsin, River Falls, WI $132.808
A five-week national institute for 25 schoolteachers
to examine how films can help students understand
America's cultural diversity and the role of film in
shaping the dynamics of that diversity.

FROM HI·8 TO HIGH CULTURE
The 1999 New York Video Festival
Waller Reade Theatre (The Film Society of
Lincoln Center)
New York, New York
July 16-22, 1999

JOE MILUTIS

This year's New York Video Festival described
itself in its program literature as presenting an
art form that has become ..classical." And with
the classical comes high ideals. "We must
always remember that the raison d'etre is the
art, not the technology," states the festival's
. fiyer, an idea that is refreshing (although not
original) given the proclivity of electronic artists
for distraction
by new media
hype.
Consequently, a number of festival offerings
were inspiring due to their "make-do" constructions. Christopher Wilcha's The Target
Shoots First (1999), a Hi-B document of his
sojourn as Columbia House Record Club's resident grunge expert is the kind of work that reinvigorates video art by virtue of its simplicity, as
did Sadie Benning's work some years back.
Miranda July'Scombinations of slide technology
and "cheesy" video effects in the performance
piece Love Diamond (1999) make her suburban
surrealism and black comedy vignettes seem
more like puppet theater than multi-media art.
Backed by an intricate ambient score by Zac
Love, the lovable and slightly dippy tone of her
multiple voices-at times cloying, at times sexy,
at times spooky-is all the more remarkable
since it is unenhanced by technological gimmickry. Kelly Reichardt's 50-minute traditional
narrative, Ode (1999), a lyrical rewrite of the
Billy Joe McAllister legend that comes off like a
utopian after-school special, was shot in
Kodachrome and without a crew. This inclusion
of film, as well as performance art, to the festival's offerings is the reductio ad absurdum of
the claim that the festival is about the art, not
the technology. Perhaps it is also a sign that
video's classicalperiod will be marked by various
technological convergences and expanded
notions of the medium.
In addition to the low-tech work, including
the sincere, hand-held camera explorations of
family, sex and death that never go out of style,
there were high-tech experiments, all of which
are closer to what is called digital art than video
art. Many utilized the look of the interface-that
liminal area between computer data and its user,
the aesthetics of which have become an important issue for digital commerce. In video, the
interface aesthetic highlights the similarities
between television and computers as tools for
reinventing, repackaging or reframing information. The interfaces of Chris Petit's experimental
documentaries are masterful. In Negative Space
(199B), these windows dramatize the theories of
camera framing that fascinate his subject, film
critic and artist Manny Farber. In The Falconer

(199B) the interface has alchemical powers, creating a visual equivalent of the alembic in which
we witness the shape-shifting substance of the
filmmaker Peter Whitehead. Whitehead's life,
we discover, is fantastical and shocking enough
10 require the multiple filters, hieroglyphs and
other symbolic arcana of Petit's interface lest the
subject utterly explode the nonfiction restraints
of the documentary genre. Petit is video artist as
alchemist and disembodied cicerone; he
approaches curiosities of film history within the
frames of video technology but through a cathode ray tube darkly, following unconventional
axes with his own eloquence and history.

lent relation (sometimes unsettling, sometimes
refreshing) to Andy Warhol's dictum: "Being
good at businessis the most fascinating kind of
art." PanOptic (the average age of whom is 25)
may not be "working on visual weapons for
[eastern European] government[sl."
as they
deadpan in their jokes, but are graphic designers
who feel more comfortable in the businessworld.
(One member of panOptic even said to me, "I

taking in its simplicity, takes Sigmund Freud's
idea of condensation to the extreme by condensing Alfred Hitchcock's psychoanalytic thriller
into an eight-minute dance video. It was a pleasure to see Hitchcock's camera moving through
film space like the Concorde as suspenseis dissolved into speed. This video is noticeably
indebted to Ken Jacobs's 35mm experiments
such as Georgetown Loop (1996) and Disorient
Express (1996) which transform early kinetoscope train films, from 1903 and 1906 respectively, into visual psychedelia through a similar
split screen effect.
LeVeque's video contributes to the inevitable
presenceof filmmakers fond of using quotations
and found-footage. Of the former, Ken Kobland
is the most subtle, if only because one is never
quite sure from where he is quoting or if he is
quoting at all. Sometimesone might ask why he
is quoting, as in his earlier work Shanghaied Text
(1996) in which his utilization of pornography,
Dovzhenko and opera-while obviously accomplished and visually stunning-seems motivated
only by the gesture toward postmodernism that
the title implies. His melancholy Transit Riders of
the Earth Unite!

Above: frame enlargement from The Falconer (1998)
by Chris Petit Above right frame enlargement from
F for Fake: The Black Hole Sun (1997) by Cane
CapoVotto. Right: frame enlargement from Wonder
Spider (1998) by panOptic.

At times the art of the convergence between
computer and video was not as fully worked
out. Marcello Mercado's The Warm Place
(199B) is a potential equal of Woody Vasulka's
The Art of Memory (19B7), though Mercado
overkills his piece with computer graphics.
Intentionally or not, the unmanipulated slaughterhouse ballet of his video's last moments
allows the viewer to reflect on the potential simple beauty of uncomputerized video while
watching an equally simple method for slaughter. The artist collective panOptic's Wonder
Spider (199B}-a collection of fake interfaces
intentionally created to induce the displeasure of
seizure and mind control through strobe
effects-is, paradoxicaliy, a visually and sonicalIy elegant exploration of the intelligence of the
machine that is reminiscent of the works of Paul
Bush, The Bureau of Inverse Technology (B.I.T.)
and [techne]. Like B.I.T., panOptic presents itself
as a fake corporate entity, but unlike 8.1.1., their
schtick is weak. Most of their question-andanswer jokes fall flat, enough to make viewers
question their validity and intentions.
Which brings me to some reservations about
the future of this quirky art. Given the heady
combinations of art, technology and businessthat
are afoot-s-regardless of the calculated ingenuousness of the festival's literature-the newest
generation of electronic artists evince an ambiva-

don't really get the video art scene.") Similarly,
Wilcha's video, despite its low-tech charm and
disarming sincerity, at times seems like a corporate-orientation video for the next generation of
suits. as he describedoffice politics, the difference
between marketing and creative staffs and the
values of synergy. While he questions his presence and role as an artist in the corporation, he
and his camera seem to fit too well into the contested space.
The best work of the festival exhibited a familiarity with the pleasures that the audience of
video art has grown to expect. Eklipsis (199B),
Tran T. Kim-Trang'slatest installation in her blindness series, continues the tradition of essayistic
video with a nuanced analysis, inspired by JeanLuc Godard and Michel Foucault, of hysterical
blindness in Cambodian women. Dead Weight
of a Quarrel Hangs (199B) by Walid Ra'ad, an
absurdist history of the Lebanese Wars, spins a
memorable metaphor for history by analyzing,
among other things, photographs of horse race
finishes in a Beirut newspaper. By creating a
chronicle for objects that do not manifest historical importance but nevertheless evidence historical residue, he engages viewers in the problem
of representing history. 2 Spellbound (1999) by
Les LeVeque, a conceptual experiment, breath-

Walk Dog Eat Donut

(1999),

however, screened in the festival, is a much
more compelling video, maintaining a strong
sense of unity through the use of his own
footage of subway excursions and a soundtrack
patch worked from personal diary entries,
dubbed dialogue from Federico Fellini's 8 1/2
(1963) and a Russian ballad. F for Fake: The
B/ack Hole Sun (1997) by the Cane CapoVolto
collective and Stuart Hawkins's Rabbit Rabbit
Rabbit (1999) continue the poetic tradition of
video art, the former with an exploration of
cognitive dissonance (through Georges Bataille.
Goethe's color theory and Italian science-fiction)
the later with one of morphological resonance
(through Albert Einstein, Rupert Sheldrake and
In Search Of-type conundrums). Through the
use of fragments and voice-overs that allude to
the more mystical forms of popular science in
the last two centuries, Cane CapoVolto moves in
one direction toward the exploration of an anarchic unconscious of these info-artifacts and
Hawkins toward the harmonies that these fragments create on their own. Replicating
Sheldrake's final scientific analysis of the flight
patterns of birds in his theory of morphological
resonance, one might assessthe shape of present and future video as driven by some instinctual and inexplicable, but nevertheless human,
aesthetic knowledge. Or, one might consider
that---emerging from blue screen instead of
crossing blue skies-the continually changing
patterns of video art might be indicative of an
even more complex and inclusive multi-media
future with an agenda of its own.
JOE MILUTIS is a writer, media artist and a PhD
dissertator in the Modern Studies Program at
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
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